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Passenger comfort, connectivity, inflight 
entertainment and profitability are all 
essential ingredients in the making 
of a top airline. Singapore Airlines 
(shown here) epitomises top airlines 
of the world because of its consistent 
excellence on all these factors.
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A word from editor

W
e Wrap up this year on a positive note with a feature on Top 
Airlines in the world on parameters of profitability, connectivity and 
inflight entertainment and we hope that Indian airlines will make it to 
the top bracket someday. While we are racing towards becoming one 
of the top five aviation markets in the world, it would really make us all 

proud if an Indian airline figures in the list. 
Be that as may, this year has been that of mixed fortune for the Indian civil aviation 

industry. While a number of new airlines including full service carrier Vistara, a Tata-Sin-
gapore Airlines joint venture, and low-cost carriers Air Pegasus and TruJet took to the sky, 
the well established SpiceJet ran into serious financial trouble. The airline had to be extri-
cated literally from the jaws of death by its original promoter Ajay Singh. IndiGo Airlines, 
the most successful low-cost carrier in the Indian airline industry, launched the country’s 
largest initial public offering in three years which was well subscribed to, as also placed a 
massive order for 250 Airbus A320neo aircraft further consolidating its leadership position.

There has also been some encouraging news from the Indian aerospace major the 
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited that is planning to initiate a process of setting up a joint 
venture in India with a global aerospace major to build an airliner of a capacity to carry 50 
to 70 passengers. The indigenous product will improve the chances of enhancing regional 
connectivity and consequently boost regional aviation.

However, there have been a number of disappointments too. Plans to build a large 
number of regional airports drawn up by the UPA-II Government has been placed on 
hold by the NDA Government dashing hopes of speedy growth of regional aviation in the 
country. The Rajiv Gandhi National Aviation University Bill, 2013, which was passed by 
the Parliament and received the Presidential assent in September 2013, could not unfor-
tunately be translated into reality this year.

This issue of SP’s AirBuz carries an update by R. Chandrakanth on regional connectivity. 
There is also a report by the undersigned on the problems and prospects of regional aviation 
in India. The creation of an empowered Civil Aviation Authority to replace the Director-
ate General of Civil Aviation and usher in a slew of regulatory reforms continues to remain 
uncertain. Hopefully, the Indian civil aviation industry will see better days in the year ahead!

Looking up and ahead, the aviation industry is in for some excitement in the skies. 
The ‘SkyDeck’ design concept, as and when it materialises, will certainly pep up the avia-
tion sector, giving passengers a 360-degree view of the skies. Innovation keeps the industry 
moving ahead. Talking about innovation, Pratt & Whitney which is in its 90th year, is ahead 
of the curve in innovation. The feature on engines by Pratt & Whitney highlights how from 
its first engine Wasp to the latest PurePower it builds some of the best power plants.

All these apart from the regular features in this issue. Welcome aboard and we wish 
you happy landings as also a Very Prosperous and Successful New Year!
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Earlier, Buffet had admitted it was 
one of his few indulgences. Subse-
quently, what elevated the business jet 
from a luxury toy to what is increas-
ingly seen as a vital corporate tool? In 
the US, hundreds of Fortune 500 com-
panies now flaunt their own aircraft, 
with companies arguing that this vital 
conveyance saves time and boosts pro-
ductivity. A recent CNN report quotedNewsBriefs
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(  AirLiNe NeWs

AirAsiA indiA

AirAsia India, the joint venture between 
Malaysian low-cost airline AirAsia Berhad, 
the Tata Group and Arun Bhatia, is in the 
docks after Bhatia accused the promoter 
airline of controlling the operations from 
Malaysia. Most key decisions including 
those involving daily operations are alleged-
ly being taken in the Sepang headquarters 
of the parent company. However, AirAsia 
India has denied the charges. The Indian 
Government may consider a probe into 
the matter as the policy on foreign direct 
investment (FDI) in aviation clearly states 
that if a foreign airline partners or invests 
in an Indian carrier, ‘effective control’ must 
remain in Indian hands.

Bhatia’s remarks may be fallout of a 
share purchase deal gone sour between him 
and Tata Sons. Bhatia owns 10 per cent in 
the airline and Tata Sons own 41 per cent. 
The remaining 49 per cent is held by AirAsia 
Malaysia. The total equity in the airline is 
$30 million. It began operations last June 
and holds two per cent market share in the 
domestic sector. Although represented on 
the AirAsia India board, the Tatas are said 
to be minimally involved in the day-to-day 
operations. The report and the subsequent 
coverage in the media has sent AirAsia 
shares into a tailspin.

LArge Order fOr AircrAft by spiceJet

SpiceJet is in talks with Boeing and Airbus 
to buy more than 150 aircraft. The final 
decision on the original equipment manu-
facturer is expected to be taken by the end 

of March 2016. Such an investment would 
cap a remarkable turnaround for India’s 
second largest budget airline by market 
share, which came close to collapse late 
last year, after running out of cash. SpiceJet 
co-founder Ajay Singh subsequently bought 
back into the airline, acquiring a control-
ling stake. SpiceJet has reported profits in 
the past three quarters, having made losses 
in the five preceding quarters. The plan 
now is to more than quadruple the carrier’s 
fleet from 41 aircraft at present. The airline 
is also in talks with Toronto-listed Bom-
bardier, France’s ATR and Brazil’s Embraer 
to buy a further 50 planes for the regional 
aviation segment of business servicing 
India’s smaller cities through a fleet of 14 
Bombardier planes. “We are in the process 
of placing a large aircraft order in excess of 
150 planes and we hope to do that in this 
financial year,” said Ajay Singh, Chairman 
and Managing Director, SpiceJet.

(  iNfrAsTrUCTUre

deLhi AirpOrt tO expAnd cApAcity

Passenger traffic at Delhi airport has grown 
70 per cent in the last seven years. The Delhi 
International Airport Ltd (DIAL) is working 
on a plan to decongest domestic terminals 
1D and 1C used by low-cost airlines and ex-
pand facilities to meet the projected traffic 
growth to 100 million by 2033. Delhi Airport 
handled 24 million passengers in 2007-08. 
During the period, domestic traffic grew 63 
per cent to 27.5 million and international 
traffic by 87.5 per cent to 13.5 million. DIAL 
estimates traffic will cross 100 million by 
2033 and 70 per cent of this will be domes-
tic. Delhi Airport, the busiest in the country, 
handled 41 million passengers in 2014-15. 
About 26 million were handled at the T3 

terminal and the rest at T1. While T3 is de-
signed for a capacity of 34 million annually, 
T1 can handle 16 million. The latter, used 
by IndiGo, GoAir and SpiceJet, is reaching 
saturation point. A review of the 2006 plan 
has been done and a new one prepared. 
T1’s handling capacity is to be raised to 30 
million and T3’s to 45 million a year. It will 
also see construction of a new terminal, T4, 
to handle 34 million domestic passengers 
and a fourth runway. DIAL has not disclosed 
how it intends to use terminal 1A and its 
old international terminal, neither being in 
regular use.

User fee redUced At deLhi AirpOrt
The Airports Economic Regulatory Authori-
ty (AERA) has cut the User Development Fee 
(UDF) levied on domestic and international 
passengers at Delhi Airport to `10 and `45, 
respectively. Also, arriving passengers will no 
longer be charged any UDF. At present, Delhi 
International Airport Ltd (DIAL) levies `275 
to 550 as UDF on each departing passenger 
and `233 to 466 on each arriving one on 
domestic flights. International passengers 
departing are charged `635 to 1,270 and 
arriving passengers pay `518 to 1,048 as UDF. 
This includes service tax component. AERA’s 
order for Delhi Airport formally covers the 
period 2014 to 2019. However, the reduced 
charges will not take effect till appeals on 
the earlier rate order are settled. Overall, 
the charges on passengers and airlines have 
been reduced by 89.4 per cent. These include 
levies on landing and parking of aircraft, 
common use terminal equipment charges, 
UDF and fuel throughput charge.

DIAL had sought a 42 per cent increase 
in rates over and above the 346 per cent rise 
granted to it by the regulator for the period 
2009 to 2014. AERA rejected the plea and 
initially ordered a 96 per cent reduction. 
DIAL pleaded these would make airport 
operations unviable, lead to a downgrade in 
credit ratings and default on loan payments. 
AERA then modified its decision. 

new internAtiOnAL AirpOrt  
At beiJing
The new international airport at Beijing that 
is being built at a cost of $13.1 billion will be 
able to handle 100 million passengers annu-
ally by 2019. Located in Southern Beijing’s 
Daxing district, the airport is expected to 
meet the capital’s rising demand for air 
travel and help balance development in 
Beijing’s Southern and Northern areas. Cur-
rently, Beijing has two airports that operate 
civil aviation flights, Beijing Capital Interna-
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tional Airport and Beijing Nanyuan Airport. 
Beijing Capital International Airport, 
located in north-eastern Beijing, served 83.7 
million passengers in 2013 and was listed 
as the second-busiest airport in the world 
last year by passengers, behind Hartsfield-
Jackson Atlanta International Airport in the 
United States, according to Airports Council 
International. The construction of the new 
airport commenced in December 2014 and 
is expected to be completed in about five 
years. It is planned that the new airport will 
have seven runways. Construction of the 
first runway began late last year and con-
struction on the airport’s terminal building 
started in September 2015.

prOpOsAL by the gOvernment tO 
restrict Levies
The Association of Private Airport Op-
erators (APAO) wants the government to 

reconsider the draft proposal that seeks 
to restrict airport operators from levying 
charges, concession fees and royalties on 
maintenance and ground handling compa-
nies in all future projects.

The APAO, which represents the GVK 
and GMR group airports, has also sug-
gested airports should not be forced to 
bear the burden for providing multi-modal 
transport connectivity, as this will add to 
airport charges and increase the cost of 
flying. These are among the recommenda-
tions made by the private airports body to 
the Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA). The 
Ministry introduced the draft National Civil 
Aviation policy in October 2015. The Policy 
aims to improve regional connectivity, bring 
down fares for short-haul flights and facili-
tate foreign investment. The government 
has also drawn up plans to boost air cargo, 
maintenance, repair and overhaul activities 
through tax incentives. “Privately managed 
airports have a restricted framework for 
earning revenue. Hence private airport op-
erators should not be restricted from levying 
airport charges, concession fees and royal-
ties,” the APAO said in a letter to the MoCA. 
Private airports also want the government 
to continue the existing policy of restricting 
new international airports within a radius of 
150 km from existing ones.

reOpening Of hAL AirpOrt fOr  
civiL fLights
The Karnataka High Court has dismissed 
petitions that sought the court’s directions 
for reopening the Hindustan Aeronautics 
Limited (HAL) airport in the city for regular 
commercial flights stating that the court 
would not interfere in a policy decision 
taken by the government. A division bench 
comprising acting Chief Justice S.K. Mukher-
jee and Justice B.V. Nagarathna dismissed 
the petitions filed by the Airport Authority 
Employees’ Union and the Association of 
Outsourcing Professionals. The petitioners 
had sought directions to reopen the HAL 
airport for operation of scheduled flights 
and to hand over the airport operations to 
the Airports Authority of India. The bench, 
in its order, stated that it cannot strike down 
a policy decision taken consciously by the 
government merely because a more fair and 
wise policy could have been adopted. “In 
certain matters, there can be varied options 
as to the wisdom of the policy; but the court 
is not expected to sit as an appellate author-
ity,” it said. The airport was a major source 
of revenue for HAL when it was the main 
civil airport for Bengaluru.

deveLOpment Of 
AirpOrts by AAi
The Airports 
Authority of India 
(AAI) has identi-
fied several airports it plans to develop 
through joint ventures with governments 
in four states. A special purpose vehicle 
(SPV) will be set up to develop the airports 
at Kushinagar (Uttar Pradesh), Devgarh 
(Rajasthan), Jharsuguda (Odisha) and Shirdi 
(Maharashtra). This is the first time AAI will 
enter into strategic partnerships with states 
to develop airports through SPVs. At pres-
ent, states only provide the land required 
for building or expansion of the airports, 
along with road and power connectivity to 
AAI. However, at a few locations such as 
the newly-built Chandigarh International 
Airport, the Punjab Government’s Greater 
Mohali Area Development Authority and 
the Haryana Urban Development Author-
ity are equity partners. The development 
comes after the government had scrapped 
its plans to privatise the airports at Chen-
nai, Kolkata, Jaipur and Ahmedabad. These 
were to be built through a public-private 
partnership model which envisaged hand-
ing over the operations, management and 
development of these airports to successful 
private bidders. In another significant move, 
AAI will hire separate project management 
consultants for every airport it develops or 
upgrades in Tier-II, Tier-III, smart cities and 
industrial corridors.

(  iNDUsTrY NeWs

the first bOeing 737 mAx UnveiLed

On November 30 this year, Boeing has 
unveiled at the plant at Renton, its latest 
product, the 737 MAX, the first of the 
fourth-generation of the world’s best selling 
commercial aircraft. The ceremony was 
witnessed by thousands of employees of the 
Boeing Company. The aircraft called the 
“Spirit of Renton” was presented in the new 
Boeing MAX livery which is similar to that 
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of the Dreamliner; but in a teal colour and 
has incorporated a few design changes. The 
Boeing Company managed to achieve this 
milestone of rolling out the first produc-
tion aeroplane for which the date was fixed 
more than four years ago. The airplane 
will now undergo pre-flight preparation 
before departing for Renton Field to con-
tinue flight test readiness. The airplane is 
scheduled to undertake its maiden flight 
sometime in early 2016. Speaking on the 
occasion, Keith Leverkuhn, Vice President 
and General Manager, 737 MAX, Boeing 
Commercial Airplanes, said: “Today marks 
another in a long series of milestones that 
our team has achieved on time, per plan, 
together, With the rollout of the new 737 
MAX – the first new airplane of Boeing’s 
second century – our team is upholding an 
incredible legacy while taking the 737 to the 
next level of performance.”

LUfthAnsA, the LAUnch cUstOmer fOr 
AirbUs A320neO
The first Airbus A320neo is to be delivered 
to the German flag carrier Lufthansa and 
not as originally planned to Qatar Airways. 
As it stands, the Middle Eastern carrier 
will be the second airline to receive this 
aircraft followed by the Indian low-cost 
carrier IndiGo. This is a change made in 
the last minute and was necessitated by 
unwillingness on the part of Qatar Airways 
to accept the aircraft with certain operat-
ing restrictions pertaining to the Pratt & 
Whitney PurePower PW1100G Geared 
Turbo Fan (GTF) engines imposed by the 
original equipment manufacturer that 
would increase operating costs. Pratt & 
Whitney is working on making the needed 
hardware and software changes to solve 
the problem, an exercise that will take 
a few weeks and would cause Airbus to 
miss its commitment of delivering the first 
A320neo in 2015. India’s largest domestic 
low-cost carrier IndiGo has placed firm or-
ders for 430 Airbus A320neos with options 
for 100 more. On account of the technical 
glitch, delivery of the aircraft to IndiGo 
is expected to be delayed. Lufthansa has 
ordered 101 A320neo family aircraft and 
Qatar Airways has ordered a combined 50 
A320neos and A321neos.

nOrms fOr impOrt Of AircrAft eAsed
To ease the procedure for import and 
acquisition of aircraft by the carriers, the 
Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA) has 
delegated to the Director General of Civil 
Aviation (DGCA) the power to give the 

initial go-ahead. Though the scheduled 
operators and regional scheduled operators 
so far had to get the initial no objection 
certificate (NOC) from the MoCA for 
import or acquisition of aircraft, they can 
now take the approval from the DGCA. The 
operators required the MoCA’s permission 
for actual induction of aircraft till 2013. The 
government in 2013 took the first step to 
simplify the procedures and decided that 
only initial NOC for operating scheduled 
air transport services and non-scheduled 
air transport services, including regional 
air transport services, and in-principle ap-
proval for acquisition of aircraft by sched-
uled operators would be required from the 
MoCA. The latest decision by the MoCA 
is intended to further ease the procedure. 
“The delegation of power is being done in 
order to simplify procedures, as compli-
ance of various civil aviation requirements 
is regulated by the DGCA,” the MoCA said 
in a press release. The move is yet another 
step for further loosening the MoCA’s 
control over the import and acquisition of 
aircraft by the carriers.

dOmestic Air trAffic On A grOwth 
trAJectOry
Air traffic in the domestic segment in the 
Indian airline industry increased by 18.8 per 
cent year-on-year in October 2015, as air-
lines flew seven million passengers during 
the month. Last year in October, the Indian 
carriers flew 5.9 million passengers with 
IndiGo leading with a market share of 36.8 
per cent followed by Jet Airways with 21.2 
per cent and the national carrier Air India at 
15.5 per cent. SpiceJet reported the highest 
occupancy with a load factor of 92 per cent. 
In fact, the airline has been recording oc-
cupancy of over 90 per cent since May this 
year. Vistara had lowest occupancy amongst 
peers with load factor of 67 per cent; but 
had the highest on time performance of 93 
per cent and zero cancellations. “Air traffic 
has been growing 20 per cent for the last few 
months driven by 15 to 20 per cent decline 
in fares. The growth is robust” said Sharat 
Dhall, President of Yatra.com. Increase in 
discretionary travel and rise in foreign tour-
ist arrivals too has contributed to passenger 
growth in India. Data from International Air 
Transport Association shows that demand 
growth in India was the highest among 
countries including Australia, Brazil, China, 
Japan, Russia and the US. Between January 
and September this year, passenger demand 
in India grew 19.3 per cent over the cor-
responding period of last year.

(  BUsiNess AViATiON

medevAc dAssAULt fALcOn fOr beiJing 
red crOss
In the last week of November this year, 
Dassault Aviation delivered a fully outfitted 
Falcon 2000LX Medevac aircraft to the Bei-
jing Red Cross Emergency Medical Centre. 
The wide body twinjet is the first fixed-wing 
aircraft in China fully equipped to undertake 
air medevac services. The modification and 
fitments were carried out by Dassault Air-
craft Services in Wilmington, Delaware.

The Falcon 2000LX Medevac aircraft is 
equipped with an electrical patient loading 
system and a full medical suite, along with 
an electrical power supply sized for a com-
plete medical module. The medical module 
includes a stretcher with dedicated lighting, 
a three-bottle oxygen supply, and monitor-
ing and analysis equipment. It also is able to 
accommodate special devices like defibril-
lators, electrocardiographs, echographs, a 
blood bank and an ECMO (extracorporeal 
membrane oxygenation). The combination 
of long-range performance and exceptional 
airport flexibility make the 4,000 nm Falcon 
2000LX perfectly suited to the 999 mission.

The LX and its short field sister aircraft, 
the Falcon LXS and S, are the latest of seven 
different Falcon 2000 models that have come 
off the assembly line since the big twin was in-
troduced two decades ago. And despite its long 
pedigree, the 2000 remains the most popular 
business jet in its segment, with more than 550 
units currently in service around the world.

ten-yeAr mArket OUtLOOk frOm embrAer

Embraer has released its 10-year forecast at 
the NBAA show in November this year and 
has projected an optimistic picture with the 
company’s assessment of global demand for 
9,100 new business jets worth $259 billion. 
This would represent a compound annual 
growth rate (CAGR) of three per cent per 
year. The demand for business jets is ex-
pected to exceed the past decade’s deliveries 
and market value, totalling to approximately 
8,190 business jets delivered and valued at 
$198 billion. The new deliveries forecast 
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Earlier, Buffet had admitted it was 
one of his few indulgences. Subse-
quently, what elevated the business jet 
from a luxury toy to what is increas-
ingly seen as a vital corporate tool? In 
the US, hundreds of Fortune 500 com-
panies now flaunt their own aircraft, 
with companies arguing that this vital 
conveyance saves time and boosts pro-
ductivity. A recent CNN report quotedNewsBriefs
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reflects a higher potential demand coming 
from the US market as well as a reduction in 
the demand from other markets. The small 
and medium jet segments are expected to 
represent the majority of the demand, with 
nearly two-thirds of the total deliveries, ben-
efiting mostly from the opportunities out of 
the North American and European markets.

new ULtrA-LOng rAnge fALcOn 8x 
debUts in LAs vegAs

Dassault Aviation’s new flagship, the Falcon 
8X, made its debut at the NBAA’s Business 
Aviation Convention and Exhibition (BACE) 
in Las Vegas. Derived from the popular 
Falcon 7X and featuring many of its industry 
leading technologies, the ultra-long range 
Falcon 8X (6,450 nm/11,945 km) was un-
veiled in May 2014 at the European Business 
Aviation Convention & Exhibition and rolled 
out on December 17 of the same year. It will 
offer the greatest range and the longest cabin 
of any Falcon and the largest selection of 
cabin configurations in the industry. In par-
allel with flight tests, Dassault is continuing 
to ramp up production at its final assembly 
facility in Mérignac, near Bordeaux, France. 
Eight aircraft are currently in various stages 
of assembly in Mérignac and ground was 
recently broken there on a new six-bay han-
gar to handle maintenance and repair work 
for the 8X, the 7X and other Falcon models. 
Since first taking to the air last February, the 
three aircraft in the flight test programme 
have accumulated 380 flight hours over 185 
flights, and are now more than two-thirds of 
the way towards FAA and EASA approval. 

hOndAJet deLiveries tO begin in 
december

The long awaited HondaJet is expected 
to be awarded certification by FAA by the 

end of December this year followed by 
the first delivery. The aircraft is capable of 
carrying five passengers and features the 
Garmin G3000 avionics suite with three 
14-inch high-resolution displays. The busi-
ness jet is powered by Honda GE HF120 
engines and has a maximum cruise speed 
of 420 knots and a range of 1,180 nautical 
miles. Honda originally launched the HA-
420 business jet in 2003. Unfortunately, the 
project has been delayed, missing several 
deadlines, on account of issues with the 
engine. Currently, the aircraft is in the 
flight test phase. After achieving full type 
certification, Honda plans to stabilise at 
a production rate of three to four aircraft 
per month by 2016. There are currently 25 
HondaJets on the production line at the 
company’s Greensboro, North Carolina, 
factory. The factory is also ready to begin 
pilot training on the aircraft. Honda is 
using the first five production aircraft for 
customer flight demonstrations. Currently, 
the main focus for Honda Aircraft is the 
United States which is the world’s largest 
market for business jets. 

(   MAiNTeNANCe, rePAir 
AND OVerHAUL

mrO fAciLities in bengALUrU
The Government of Karnataka exhorted 
global aerospace firms to set up a MRO fa-
cility in the Aerospace Park near the Kempe 
Gowda International Airport on the city’s 
northern outskirts. The state-run Hindu-
stan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL), which has its 
own airport in the city’s eastern suburb, 
with a dedicated runway, an air traffic con-
trol and an MRO facility for military aircraft 
and helicopters, also offered to service 
civilian aircraft. “In the 1,000-acre Aero-
space Park at Devanahalli, we have a special 
economic zone (SEZ) for setting up aero-
space related facilities, including an MRO 
to capitalise on the growing civil aviation 
traffic at the adjacent international airport,” 
state’s Principal Secretary, Infrastructure 
Development, Vandita Sharma said at the 
fourth edition of the ‘India MRO—Aero-
space & Defence’ meet.

“With domestic and international pas-
senger traffic projected to touch 18 million 
per annum by 2020 from 15 million per an-
num in 2015, potential for aircraft service, 
including MRO is immense, as the airport is 
a strategic hub for South Asia,” Sharma said. 
According to KPMG, the MRO business 

in the Indian subcontinent is projected to 
grow to $2 billion by 2020 from $700 million 
in 2015, as the passenger aircraft fleet size 
is expected to be about 1,000 in 2020 from 
700 currently, including 400 scheduled 
types. In the absence of a high-tech MRO 
facility in the country for private carriers, 
airlines have been sending their aircraft 
for MRO to Sri Lanka, Singapore or Dubai, 
while national carrier Air India has its dedi-
cated service facility in Mumbai, Nagpur 
and Hyderabad.

indiA tO becOme AircrAft 
mAintenAnce hUb
With the bulk of maintenance, repair and 
overhaul (MRO) expenses of Indian carriers 
spent outside the country, the government 
is now planning to reverse the trend and 
develop India as an MRO hub through tax 
benefits and easing security norms. The 
government is mulling over exemptions 
like customs duty, zero-rate service tax, 
simplification of clearance and easy access 
for foreign pilots and technicians to help 
the MRO sector grow. According to the 
government, the MRO business of Indian 
carriers stood at `5,000 crore, 90 per cent of 
which is currently being spent outside India 
in Sri Lanka, Singapore, Malaysia and the 
UAE among others. “Given our technology 
base, the government is keen to develop 
India as an MRO hub in Asia, attracting 
business from foreign airlines,” according to 
the recently released revised draft National 
Civil Aviation Policy.

Analysts believe that given the right 
environment, MRO industry in India has 
the potential to achieve an annual growth 
rate of 10 per cent for the next 10 years. 
The Indian MRO sector is around 1.5 per 
cent of the global $50 billion industry. 
As per the draft policy, the government 
proposes to make service tax on output 
services of MRO zero-rated while exempt-
ing customs duty for aircraft maintenance 
tools and tool kits. To enable economies 
of scale, it is also proposed, the period for 
which the spare parts imported by MROs 
can be stored tax-free shall be extended to 
three years. sp

rUAg AviAtiOn
Effective January 1, 2016, RUAG Aviation 
has appointed John Teager as the 
Managing Director of RUAG Australia.

appointmEnt
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By July next year, hopefully, India will have its 
own global positioning system (GPS) created by the Indian 
Space Research Organisation (ISRO) which will rid the na-
tion of its dependence on the existing GPS owned by the 

United States. Called the Indian Regional Navigation Satellite Sys-
tem (IRNSS), it will consist of a constellation of seven satellites in 
orbit and a ground support segment. The four satellites already in 
orbit are the IRNSS-1A, 1B, 1C and 1D. The three remaining satellite 
i.e. IRNSS 1E, 1F and 1G, will be launched in January, February and 
March of 2016 respectively. Three of the satellites will be located 
in suitable orbital slots in the geostationary orbit and the remain-
ing four will be located in geosynchronous orbits with the required 
inclination and equatorial crossings in two different planes. All the 
satellites of the constellation are being configured identically. The 
satellites are configured with I-1K Bus to be compatible for launch 
on-board the polar satellite launch vehicle (PSLV).

The ground segment of the IRNSS constellation would consist 
of a Master Control Centre (MCC), ground stations to track and 
estimate the satellites’ orbits and ensure the integrity of the net-
work (IRIM) as well as additional ground stations to monitor the 
satellites with the capability of issuing radio commands to them. 
The MCC would estimate and predict the position of all IRNSS 
satellites, calculate integrity, make the necessary ionospheric and 
clock corrections and run the navigation software. In pursuit of 
an independent system, an Indian standard time infrastructure 
would also be established.

When operational, the IRNSS will provide GPS connectivity 
to the entire country including even the rural parts of India with 
the accuracy of within 20 metres which will match the accuracy 
provided by the American GPS. Data from the IRNSS can be used 
both civil and military aircraft for navigation in the region extend-
ing up to 1,500 km from the Indian borders SP

INDIAN REGIONAL 
NAVIGATION SATELLITE 

SYSTEM
The IRNSS will rid the nation of its dependence on the existing GPS owned  

by the United States
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viewpoint vistara

Currently around 70 per cent of passengers travelling 
internationally to and from India are Indians. But only 30 per 
cent of them travel on Indian carriers.

SP’s AirBuz (SP’s): Can we get your perspective on as to why 
and how 5/20 is not a friendly rule for aviation sector in In-
dia and the way it is rather deterring the growth of airline 
industry in India in real terms?
Phee Teik Yeoh: Aviation is a key engine for the socio-economic 
growth of the country and harnessing the untapped potential of 
the Indian aviation sector will immensely benefit the economy, 
boost tourism, generate employment opportunities and ulti-
mately benefit the customer too. A supportive civil aviation pol-
icy can fortify the Indian aviation industry’s global positioning 
and standing, stimulate growth and set our industry for success. 
A liberalised policy will open up international skies for Indian 
carriers which will benefit the Indian travellers and also help In-
dia to effectively utilise her bilateral rights. The 5/20 rule has out-
lived its time and has become an obstacle in the path of Indian 
aviation’s transformation and the country’s economic growth. 
Removal of 5/20 rule will bring huge economic benefits to all—
Central and state government, individual travellers to business-
es. Its abolition will provide enhanced and seamless connectivity 
to business and leisure travellers travelling in and out of India, 

thus boosting both trade and tourism. Currently around 70 per 
cent of passengers travelling internationally to and from India 
are Indians. But only 30 per cent of them travel on Indian carri-
ers. Imagine the amount of loss to the Indian economy because 
of this ongoing trend.

Also, we must bear in mind that creating a vibrant aviation 
sector in India is not only about 5/20 – the policy needs to be 
relooked at comprehensively to remove all obstacles to growth. 
Key issues that need to be addressed in the policy formulation are 
removing the 5/20 rule, enhancing utilisation of bilateral rights, 
rationalisation of taxation, reducing cost of operations, intro-
ducing viability gap funding for remote and regional connectiv-
ity, allowing the market forces to prevail and most importantly, 
improving ease of doing business. We hope that the new aviation 
policy is long term, sustainable, pro-growth, pro-business and 
pro-people. We have recently come out with a comprehensive 
report—“Maximising the Contribution of Aviation to the Indian 
Economy”—which outlines the Indian aviation landscape, chal-
lenges faced by the sector, global best practices and recommen-
dations to transform the industry. sP

5/20 RULE 
SHOULD GO 

Phee Teik Yeoh, CEO, Vistara

“creating a 
vibrant aviation 
sector in india 
is not only 
about 5/20 – the 
policy needs to 
be relooked at 
comprehensively 
to remove all 
obstacles to 
growth”
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OperatiOns Drones

DRONES  
& 

INDIAN CIVIL AVIATION
A major impediment to the employment of drones in the Indian civil aviation domain  

has been the difficulty in seamlessly integrating the operation of pilotless  
vehicles into civilian airspace

A 
Drone is An UnmAnneD aerial vehi-
cle (UAV), one without a pilot onboard, which 
was developed essentially for military applica-
tions or for special operations. Today, drones 
are preferred over manned aircraft in a wide 
range of missions that are described in the lexi-
con of fliers as “dull, dirty or dangerous”. In fact, 

the armed forces of the leading military powers in the world are 
even actively considering the future of their air forces to be ‘Un-
manned’. A clear indicator of things to come is that the United 
States Air Force (USAF) now trains more drone operators every 
year than pilots and the former is only growing in number. The 
US Army is raising a new corps with around 3,000 drones and to 
operate and maintain this fleet which would be more than twice 
as large as the fleet of manned aircraft in the Indian Air Force 

(IAF), the USAF is in the process of training 30,000 personnel. A 
few years ago, Robert Gates, the then US Secretary of Defense, 
had even gone on to state that in all probability, the F-35 was the 
last manned combat aircraft that the USAF would buy. 

operAtion of Drones. A drone can be ‘autonomous’ in 
operation or in other words, its onboard computers can be pro-
grammed while the vehicle is on the ground. Thereafter the drone 
can takeoff, fly the complete profile of the mission and return to 
base. In case of a glitch during the mission, the computers are 
programmed to steer the vehicle back to base for a landing. Alter-
natively, the flight path of the drone can be controlled remotely 
by an operator on the ground or onboard a ship at sea, even sit-
ting thousands of kilometres away through satellite link. Drones 
and their weaponised version that are also referred to as the 

by b.K. Pandey
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OperatiOns Drones

unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCAVs), have been and con-
tinue to be used extensively in the Afghanistan-Pakistan region 
by the US armed forces. In fact, drones had proved their worth 
on the battlefield way back in the Yom Kippur War of 1973 and 
subsequently in the war in Lebanon in 1982.

Civil AppliCAtion of Drones. In recent years, there 
has been increasing employment of UAVs or drones in many parts 
of the world in non-military or civil applications such as aerial 
surveillance, disaster management, maintenance of law and 
order, firefighting, air ambulance, management of border security, 
agricultural applications such as crop spraying or crop assess-
ment, video coverage of events for the media, monitoring of wild-
life, inspection of power or oil pipelines, anti-poaching patrols 
as well as simple recreational activity. However, for many years, 
very few countries have had the necessary framework of rules in 
place to regulate operation by drones in the domain of purely civil 
aviation. The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) 
has not yet promulgated any standards and recommended prac-
tices (SARPs) for operation of drones in civil applications. It was 
only in May this year that the US Government notified regula-
tions for the operation of drones in civil roles. For the US, this will 
definitely be the most challenging exercise as its airspace has the 
highest density of traffic in the world. In Europe, each member 
nation of the European Union (EU) presently has its own set of 
regulations for operation of drones. However, the European Avia-
tion Safety Agency (EASA) is in the process of formulating a single 
set of rules that will regulate operation of drones in civil airspace 
all across the EU. The new regulations are expected to come into 
force in 2016.

Japan has recently formalised and implemented regulations 
for operation of drones by civil agencies. This action by the Japa-
nese Government was taken in the wake of an unauthorised flight 
of a drone over the Prime Minister’s office in central Tokyo. This 
was seen as an unwarranted transgression and a serious threat 
to national security. Australia, New Zealand and Spain have also 
notified provisional norms for the civilian use of drones. Spain is 
especially liberal with the usage of drones for investigations, agri-
culture, surveillance, aerial advertising, search and rescue opera-
tions, radio and TV transmissions and more.

the inDiAn regUlAtory sCenArio. The Indian 
Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), however, has finally 
responded to the growing clamour in the country for the use of 
drones for both commercial and recreational purposes. While 
the DGCA has circulated draft guidelines to all the stakehold-
ers and has invited their views and comments, in the interim, 
it has restricted employment of drones in the civil domain by 
non-government agencies, organisations or individuals. A pub-
lic notice to this effect dated October 7, 2014, has been posted 

on the DGCA website. Meanwhile, the 
DGCA is in the process of formulating 
the regulations for the certification and 
operation of drones in the civil airspace 
in India. It will also be necessary for 
the DGCA to ensure that the new rules 
framed are in harmony with the international regulations related 
to this domain which by themselves are also in the process of evo-
lution. Currently, in India, for an individual or a civil organisation 
desirous of operating a drone in civil airspace, the individual or 
the organisation would have to negotiate a labyrinthine proce-
dure involving multiple agencies. Operation of a drone in civil or 
military airspace would require the operator to obtain clearance 
from a number of agencies such as the Ministry of Home Affairs, 
Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Civil Aviation, the DGCA as well 
as possibly other security agencies that could be involved. The 
exercise can be long and tedious as also extremely frustrating for 
the applicant.

operAtion of Drones in Civil AirspACe. Drones 
undoubtedly provide low-cost alternative to many of the tasks 
that have so far been undertaken by manned aircraft and at no 
risk to life of the pilot. In fact, some of the tasks that can be accom-
plished with drones could not have been undertaken by manned 
aircraft. Compared to manned platforms, drones can remain air-
borne for longer duration as the number of hours for which these 
have to remain airborne, is not subject to the limitations of human 
endurance. However, drones have to necessarily operate in the 
same airspace that is used by manned aircraft and as the airspace 
practically all over the world is getting increasingly congested with 
manned aircraft traffic, the possibility of conflict between drones 
and civil air traffic is also increasing by the day. Also, drones are 
vulnerable to technical failure that could end in a crash leading to 
loss of lives and damage to property on the ground.

One of the major impediments to the unfettered employment 
of drones in India in the civil domain has been the difficulty in 
seamlessly integrating the operation of pilotless vehicles into 
civilian airspace so as to obviate the possibility of conflict with 
civil air traffic. The ever growing density of civil air traffic renders 
the task that much more difficult and challenging. A weak regu-
latory framework, untested operating procedures, deficiencies in 
technology, absence of a human being on board and limitations 
of air traffic controllers as well as of those controlling the drones 
remotely, all together contribute to the enhancement of the pos-
sibility of collision with manned civil air traffic. But perhaps a 
greater concern is the threat to national security implicit in the 
unregulated operation of drones by civil agencies.

the finAl WorD. Although, drones were designed primar-
ily for military use, the situation is changing and their role in civil 
aviation can no longer be ignored or suppressed. The regulatory 
authorities in most parts of the world have understood that drones 
are here to stay and in the long run their use can be extremely 
beneficial to the economy. While the DGCA has responded to the 
changing times and has initiated the process of formulating a set 
of rules to regulate the operation of drones in the civil domain, 
this subject finds no mention in the draft National Civil Aviation 
Policy unveiled in the recent past. Clearly, much more needs to 
be done to promote this fledgling segment of the civil aviation 
industry through the introduction of a single window clearance 
for civil drone operators to begin with. sP

the regUlAtory AUthorities in 
most pArts of the WorlD hAve 
UnDerstooD thAt Drones Are 
here to stAy AnD in the long 
rUn their Use CAn be extremely 
benefiCiAl to the eConomy
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EnginEs Pratt & whitney

80,000 ENGINES AND 
STILL COUNTING

With over 13,000 large commercial engines installed, today Pratt & Whitney provides 
dependable power to hundreds of airlines and operators every day

Growing 
Contribution: 
Palash Roy 
Chowdhury, Country 
Manager – india, 
Pratt & Whitney, 
along with Union 
Minister for Civil 
Aviation Pusapati 
Ashok gajapathi Raju 
at Pratt & Whitney’s 
india Customer 
Training Center at 
Hyderabad. The 
centre will provide 
key training for gTF 
engine and V2500® 
engine customers.

I
t was In 1925 Frederick Rentschler founded Pratt & 
Whitney and the 90 long years have been more than eventful 
for a company which has contributed so immensely to the 
aviation industry. From its very first aircraft engine the 410 
horsepower, air-cooled Wasp to its game-changing technol-
ogy in the PurePower PW1000G engine, Pratt & Whitney has 
indeed come a long way. It promises to continue this hoary 

tradition of delivering some of the best aircraft engines.
Pratt & Whitney Canada has produced over 80,000 engines, 

of which there are currently more than 50,000 engines in service 
with about 10,000 operators in 200 countries. Pratt & Whitney 
designs and manufactures auxiliary power units and turbojet 
engines for commercial and military aircraft. Its contribution to 
commercial and regional aviation is immense, to say the least. 

Over 13,000 large cOmmercIal engInes. With 
more than 13,000 large commercial engines installed today, Pratt 
& Whitney provides dependable power to hundreds of airlines 
and operators every day. The fleet of commercial engines has 
logged over one billion hours of flight, powering the narrow- and 

wide-body aircraft that fly both passengers and cargo around the 
world. Pratt & Whitney’s large commercial engines power more 
than 25 per cent of the world’s mainline passenger aircraft fleet. 
The company continues to develop new engines and work with 
its partners in International Aero Engines and the Engine Alli-
ance to meet airline customers’ future needs.

The portfolio of commercial engines is highly impressive 
basically because of its performance and its contribution to the 
growth of the aviation industry. The array of engines include the 
PurePower PW1000G; V2500; GP7200; PW4000-94; PW4000-100; 
PW4000-112; PW2000; PW6000; JT8D and JT9D.

PurePOwer Pw1000g, game-changer. Pratt & 
Whitney’s PurePower PW1000G engine family is not just a con-
cept or a promise for the future – it is reality. With 20 years of 
research and development, component rig testing on all major 
modules, extensive ground and flight testing of a full-scale dem-
onstrator engine complete and extensive ground and flight test-
ing of its first two engine series well underway, the PurePower 
PW1000G engine with Geared Turbofan technology delivers 

by R. ChandRakanth
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EnginEs Pratt & whitney

game-changing reductions in fuel burn; environmental emis-
sions; engine noise and lower operating costs.

The PurePower engine has been selected as exclusive power 
for the Mitsubishi Regional Jet (MRJ) and the Bombardier CSeries. 
It has also been selected by Russia’s Irkut Corporation to power 
the Irkut MC-21 aircraft. In 2011, Airbus announced it will offer 
Pratt & Whitney’s award-winning geared turbofan engine as an 
ultra-fuel-efficient new engine option (neo) for its A320neo family 
of aircraft. Also Brazilian aircraft manufacturer Embraer selected 
the PurePower engine as the exclusive power for its new second 
generation of the E-Jet aircraft family.

v2500 frOm glObal PartnershIP. The V2500 engine 
is designed and manufactured by International Aero Engines, a 
global partnership of aerospace leaders including Pratt & Whit-
ney, Japanese Aero Engine Corporation and MTU Aero Engines. 
V2500 engines offer the most advanced technologies in the 22,000- 
to 33,000-pound thrust range with lowest overall emissions in its 
class. The IAE V2500 SelectOne build standard entered service on 
schedule in October 2008. SelectOne delivers reduced fuel burn 
along with a corresponding reduction in emissions, and a time on-
wing improvement while further enhancing the engine’s durability.

gP7200 frOm engIne allIance. The GP7200 is derived 
from two of the most successful wide-body engine programmes 
in aviation history — the Engine Alliance, a 50/50 joint venture 
between General Electric Aviation and Pratt & Whitney. The result 
is the GP7200, a twin spool axial flow turbofan that delivers 70,000 
pounds of thrust for the Airbus A380. The GP7200 entered service in 
2008 with the world’s largest A380 fleet, Emirates. The first GP7200-
powered A380 was delivered to Air France in 2009. Since entering 
service, the GP7200 has achieved a 99.9 per cent departure reliability 
rating without experiencing a single in-flight shutdown.

Pw4000-94 lOgs 120 mIllIOn flIght hOurs.  
The PW4000 94-inch fan engine is the first model in the PW4000 
family of high-thrust engines. It covers a range of 52,000 to 62,000 
pounds of thrust and has five major aircraft applications. Approved 
for 180-minute extended-range twin-engine operations (ETOPS), 
the engine provides airlines with excellent operational flexibility 
and high reliability. The engine’s benefits are further enhanced 
by excellent performance retention, long on-wing times and low 
maintenance costs.

Since entering revenue service in 1987, Pratt & Whitney has 
delivered more than 2,500 PW4000-94 engines that have collec-
tively logged more than 120 million dependable flight hours on 
commercial aircraft around the world.

Pw4000-100 fOr suPerIOr PerfOrmance. Pratt 
& Whitney has taken its successful PW4000 100-inch engine for 
the Airbus A330 to new heights with the introduction of the 
PW4170 Advantage70 programme. Advantage70 technology 
delivers superior engine performance, including a 2 per cent 
thrust increase, more than one per cent reduction in fuel con-
sumption, increased durability, and reduced maintenance costs. 
Developed specifically for the Airbus A330 twinjet and introduced 
in 1994, the PW4000 100-inch fan engine has thrust capability 
from 64,500 to 70,000 pounds at take-off.

Pw4000-112 cOst cOmPetItIve. The PW4000 112-inch 
engine, an ultra-high-thrust model covering the 74,000 to 90,000 

pound-thrust class, is the reliability, expe-
rience and ETOPS leader for the 777 air-
craft, providing the best customer value. 
The PW4000 112-inch engine retains the 
outstanding accessibility and component 
modularity of other PW4000 family mem-
bers to reduce maintenance time and cost. For transportability, the 
engine can be shipped in a 747F aircraft as a complete engine. Also, 
the fan case is easily separated from the engine’s core for split ship-
ment without disturbing the bearing compartments.

Pw2000 fOr ImPrOved relIabIlIty. Pratt & Whit-
ney’s PW2000 engine covers the mid-thrust range from 37,000 to 
43,000 pounds. The PW2000 powers all models of the twin-engine 
Boeing 75C-32A, the military version of the 757. The PW2000 engine 
entered revenue service in 1984 as the first commercial engine with 
FADEC technology. Pratt & Whitney introduced an improved ver-
sion of the PW2000, the reduced temperature configuration (RTC) 
in 1994. This enhanced model offers improved reliability and dura-
bility for long on-wing times and reduced total maintenance cost, 
along with excellent environmental performance.

Pw6000 fOr shOrt-haul aIrcraft market. The 
PW6000 engine covers the 18,000- 24,000-pound thrust class and is 
targeted for 100-seater passenger aircraft. The PW6000 is currently 
offered on the Airbus A318, which is part of the successful A320 air-
craft family. For airlines contemplating the future acquisition of new 
100-seater passenger aircraft, the PW6000 is an excellent choice as it 
was specifically designed for high-cycle operation in the demanding 
short-haul aircraft market. The PW6000 meets the challenges of low 
cost, clean, quiet, reliable and durable power for airline customers.

Jt8d durable engIne. Pratt & Whitney introduced the 
JT8D to commercial aviation in 1964 with the inaugural flight of 
Boeing’s 727-100 aircraft. The JT8D engine has proven itself to be 
a highly durable and reliable engine, having completed more than 
673 million dependable flying hours since entering service. Once 
deemed the workhorse of the industry, more than 14,750 JT8D 
engines have flown. Today, there are 2,400 engines still in use. The 
eight models that make up the JT8D family cover a thrust range 
from 14,000 to 17,000 pounds. The JT8D-200 series, which entered 
service in 1980, offers 18,500 to 21,700 pounds of thrust, and is 
the exclusive power for the popular MD-80 series aircraft. The 
JT8D-200 builds on the family’s excellent reliability and low main-
tenance costs while meeting noise and emissions regulations.

Jt9d hIgh-byPass ratIOn engIne. Pratt & Whit-
ney’s JT9D engine opened a new era in commercial aviation: the 
high-bypass-ratio engine to power wide-bodied aircraft. Since 
entering service on the Boeing 747 aircraft in 1970, the JT9D 
engine has proven itself to be the workhorse for early 747, 767, 
A300, A310 and DC-10 aircraft models with more than 3,200 
cumulative engines delivered.

The JT9D engine family consists of three distinct series. The 
JT9D-7 engine covers the 46,300- to 50,000-pound-thrust range, 
and the JT9D-7Q series has a 53,000 pound thrust rating. Later 
models, the -7R4 series, cover the 48,000- to 56,000-pound-
thrust range. For JT9D-7R4 twinjet installations, the engines are 
approved for 180-minute ETOPS. 

From the Wasp to the Geared Turbofan and the F135, for Pratt 
& Whitney it has always been about perfecting the best engine. SP
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The experience of flying is taking on new dimensions. The latest announcement coming 
from Windspeed Technologies, based in US, of a futuristic concept of a ‘SkyDeck’ which 
will provide a truly amazing experience. The ‘SkyDeck’, a safe semi-external dome kind 
of location on the aircraft, will give the passenger a 360-degree view. Such a concept 

offers unimaginable travelling in the night and a kaleidoscopic view of the moon and the 
stars. Jayant Baranwal, Editor-in-Chief of SP’s AirBuz, gets an exclusive opportunity 
to chat with Shakil Hussain, the President and CEO of the company, which is working 

continuously on innovations for the aviation sector.

EXCLUSIVE

‘SKYDECK’ 
DomE WITH A VIEW
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EXCERPTS: 

SP’s Airbuz (SP’s): When was the idea for ‘SkyDeck’ first 
conceived? 
Shakil Hussain (Hussain): It was conceived around mid-2014 
and as of April 2015 the design is Patent Pending.

SP’s: When was the final design completed and the idea 
 announced?
Hussain: We have completed the conceptual design phase at the 
moment and will start the final design phase as soon as we have 
confirmed orders. The idea was made public in May 2015.

SP’s: What was the design process like? Can you elaborate 
on the foreseeable hurdles? 
Hussain: Many design hurdles had to be overcome includ-
ing structural modification, structural integrity of the canopy 

Thrills in the Skies:
‘skyDeck’ concept (designed by shakil Hussain – above, president & ceo 
of Windspeed Technologies) proposes to offer an awesome 360-degree 
viewing dome with rotating chairs to the passengers on pay-per view basis.
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to withstand a birdstrike and flight loads, condensation, noise 
levels, UV protection, aerodynamic drag, potential disruption 
to the vertical tail’s performance, safety, ingress and egress re-
quirements per the FAA requirements, etc. We have succeeded in 
resolving all of these concerns. Considering the fact that Wind-
speed has been highly involved in major aircraft development 
programmes such as the B787-8, 787-9, 787-10 and the new 777X, 
the engineering needed for the SkyDeck is pretty straightforward.

SP’s: What materials are used to make the SkyDeck? 
Hussain: The elevator and staircase versions will basically be 
made of FAA-approved high strength aerospace grade aluminium 
alloy while the canopy will be made of the same high strength 
proprietary material as those used on supersonic fighter jets. The 
canopy will be made by a manufacturer who specialises in manu-
facturing fighter jet canopies.

“ThE uniquEnESS of ThE dESign 
iS ThaT iT allowS PaSSEngERS To 
SafEly PoSiTion ThEmSElvES aT a 
SafE SEmi EXTERnal loCaTion of 
ThE aiRCRafT whilE Enjoying a 
ThRilling viEw”
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innovation in design: 
‘skyDeck’ concept, designed 
by Windspeed Technologies, 
offers an incredible 
360-degree viewing of skies 
to the passengers, over 
the top of the airliner or an 
executive jet via an elevator 
or staircase. 

(opposite page Top) The 
elevator version, which is 
rather luxurious, is fully 
automated and comes with all 
“bells and whistles”. 

(opposite page Bottom) The 
staircase version of ‘skyDeck’ 
is the less expensive version. 
This can either be activated 
by an electro-mechanical 
system or can be manually 
lowered and stored with a 
hydraulic-assist system. 
For smaller jets such as 
B737, A320, Gulfstream, 
etc., a single seat skyDeck 
with a staircase version is 
recommended. 

(right) Design patent as on 
March 31, 2015

The concept of ‘SkyDeck’ is indeed unique 
and will certainly add value to airliners as 
well as the business jets. Technologically, 
there will be many challenges including in 
its design, fabrication, installation and its 
maintenance.

The regulatory agencies themselves 
would have to formulate rules and pro-
cedures to cater for the imponderables 

of this innovation which could expose its occupants to some 
unforeseen hazards. For commercial aviation, it could be a 
new source of revenue.

The OEMs who would wish to integrate this concept on 
their aircraft will be required to cope with the new technologi-
cal challenges. And above all, safety of the aircraft and passen-
gers on-board will be of primary concern for all stakeholders. •

‘SkyDeck’ is certainly going to transform 
the way some airline/corporate jet pas-
sengers may travel in the near future. 
Seated in a safe semi-external location on 
the aircraft, the passenger is promised of a 
totally new and thrilling experience.

With passengers becoming more and 
more discerning, airlines need to introduce a 
whole lot of factors which not only improve 

efficiencies on the modern airplane, but also make flying fun. ‘Sky-
Deck’ with a 360-degree view has all the potential of adding ‘fun’ to 
flying. Accordingly, the airline industry is witnessing several inno-
vations wherein design is becoming prime, driven by the need to 
make the passenger comfortable, give a new experience and also 
create new avenues of revenue for the airline or operator, per se. 
The new concepts such as ‘SkyDeck’ are more than welcome. •

InTErESTIng BuT CHAllEngIng “Fun” oF FlYIng

AviAtion ExPErt JournAliSt/trAvElEr

101 106 105

102

103

104

107

SP’s: What design/technology/safety features does the Sky-
Deck have? 
Hussain: The uniqueness of the design is that it allows passen-
gers to safely position themselves at a safe semi-external loca-
tion of the aircraft while enjoying a thrilling view. In addition, 
GPS systems will be integrated in the design of the platform and 
seats to provide the viewer with real-time position and flight 
information. The rotatable seats will come with seat belts and 
the complete SkyDeck will be designed to withstand all load re-
quirements of the FAA.

SP’s: What will be the cost of installing 
the SkyDeck? 
Hussain: Between $8 million and $25 million.

SP’s: When do you expect to begin roll-
ing out the first  SkyDecks? 
Hussain: We have not received any orders yet. We, however, ex-
pect the first SkyDeck to roll out about 18 months from receipt 
of order. The aircraft down time will however be much shorter 
for the installation and test phase which is about 3-4 months. SP

r. ChandrakanthB.K. Pandey
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ON TOP OF THE WORLD
Extensive connectivity, high-class entertainment and profitability make top airlines and 

here is a list of Top 10 based on these parameters

A
irline business is no ordinary busi-
ness. It is highly volatile depending on so many 
factors, some inherent, some unseen, some to do 
with luck. Many an airline has bitten the dust, not 
able to weather the volatility of the industry. Only 
those which dare to go beyond limits seemingly 
are having a good run, but that is not again guar-

anteed. Amidst this uncertainty, competition gets hotter and hot-
ter. The ones who outdo the competition give hope to those in the 
periphery and those who want to enter the airline business. These 
airlines are kind of role models. In this article, we are looking at 
three parameters – profitability; global connectivity; and inflight 
entertainment, aspects which reflect the health of the airline.

top-rAnked. American Airlines: In terms of profitability, 
American Airlines Group announced net profit of $2.9 billion in 
2014. Only the previous year, American Airlines had merged with 
US Airways to form the American Airlines Group and this has 
catapulted it to the number one slot. American Airlines Group is 
the holding company for American Airlines.

Emirates: The Middle Eastern airline which continues to 
expand the world markets has considerable presence on and off 
the airspace. Emirates in 2014 raked in profits of $1.5 billion. In 
2014-15, it had an operating profit of $1.87 billion on revenues of 
over $26 billion with a 14 per cent change from the previous year. 
The Emirates Group operates across six continents with a 75,000 
strong multinational team comprised of over 160 nationalities. 

by R. ChandRakanth

emirates A380 Business Class
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The financial year ending 2015 saw the Group achieve its 27th 
consecutive year of profit in a financial year marked by record 
increases in capacity and significant business investments across 
the Group. It is a Dubai government-owned entity.

Japan Airlines: Japan Airlines Limited ( JAL) registered oper-
ating revenues of over $11.11 billion and operating profits of $1.48 
billion in 2014. It is not just profitability that JAL’s President Yoshi-
haru Ueki is eyeing. He has made his intent clear: “We want to 
become the most loved, and number one airline of choice in the 
world.” The airline is working on three differentiators—enhance-
ment of JAL brand; expanding route network, products and ser-
vices; and improving cost competitiveness.

IAG (International Airlines Group): International Airlines 
Group is one of the world’s largest airline groups with the following 
entities under its fold—British Airways, Aer Lingus, Iberia and Vueling. 
Net income in the fourth quarter of 2014 surged to $346 million from a 
little over $100 million in 2013 fourth quarter. Full-year operating profit 
was $1.5 billion beating its own forecast and what analysts had pro-
jected. IAG said it would deliver an operating profit of $3.3 billion for 
2015. The Group with 525 aircraft connects to 255 destinations.

Southwest Airlines: For Southwest Airlines, 2014 was its 
42nd consecutive year of profitability, an unprecedented feat for 
the airline industry. The net income of $1.1 billion easily surpassed 
the previous annual record in 2013. Total operating revenues were 
a record $18.6 billion, an increase of 5.1 per cent compared with 

2013. “Beyond 2015, our objectives are to sustain the strong earn-
ings momentum, grow the airline at a sensible rate, and continue 
to enhance our customer service and experience,” said Gary C. 
Kelly, Chairman, President and CEO.

United Continental Holdings: United Airlines (UAL) 
reported full-year 2014 net income of $1.97 billion, an increase 
of 89 per cent year-over-year, excluding $834 million of special 
items. Including special items, UAL reported full-year net income 
of $1.13 billion. “Thanks to the good work of the United team, 
we reported a $2 billion profit for 2014, excluding special items,” 
said Jeff Smisek, UAL’s Chairman, President and Chief Executive 
Officer. “We’re starting 2015 as a better airline, and we expect to 
generate far better results. I’m excited about what we will do this 
year to improve our operations, our product, and our customer 
service, focusing on growing our core earnings and margins.”

Ryanair: Europe’s biggest low fares airline had net profit of 
$800 million in 2014 slightly ahead of previous guidance. The prof-
its fell 8 per cent to less than $800 million due mainly to a 4 per 
cent decline in fares, weaker sterling, and higher fuel costs.

Turkish Airlines: Turkish Airlines sales revenue increased by 13 
per cent in 2014, reaching a total of $11 billion. While operating profit 
stood at $638 million, more than doubling compared to previous 
year $845 million net profit was recorded. In 2014 Turkish Airlines 
recorded a capacity (ASK) growth of 16.3 per cent, significantly above 
the industry growth rate of 5.6 per cent for the same period, resulting 

American’s e-175 First Class
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in an increase in global market share from 1.6 per cent to 1.8 per cent.
easyJet: The total revenue for 2014 was $6.8 million, a change 

of 6.3 per cent over the previous. The profit before tax was $880 
million, up from $740 million, an increase of 21.5 per cent. It was 
easyJet’s fourth consecutive year of profits.

Air China: Chinese flag carrier Air China Ltd. kicked off earn-
ings with 14 per cent rise in 2014 profit, as strong growth in out-
bound travel demand and lower fuel prices more than offset for-
eign exchange losses during the year. The Beijing-based carrier said 
net profit for the 12 months ended December 31 was $608 million, 
according to Chinese accounting standards, up from a net profit of 
$500 million. The carrier’s revenue rose 7.4 per cent to $16 billion, 
up from $15 billion on higher air-traffic volume during the year.

Most profitAble Airlines. 
l	 American Airlines
l	 Emirates
l	 Japan Airlines
l	 IAG
l	 Southwest Airlines
l	 United Continental Holdings
l	 Ryan Air
l	 Turkish Airways
l	 easyJet
l	 Air China

ConneCting the World. Southwest Airlines: The US 
airline is headquartered in Dallas, Texas, and operates more than 
3,400 departures per day. It is the largest operator of the 737 world-
wide with over 550 in service, each averaging six flights per day.

Delta Air Lines: Atlanta-based Delta Airlines and Delta Con-
nection carriers connect over 325 destinations in over 60 coun-
tries on six continents. Delta is one of the four founding members 
of the SkyTeam airline alliance.

American Airlines: Headquartered in Fort Worth, Texas, 
American Airlines operates an extensive international and US 
domestic network. The airline is a member airline of the One-
world airline alliance and its route network is centred on five hubs 
at Dallas/Fort Worth, JFK International, Los Angeles, Miami and 
O’Hare International in Chicago. Together with regional partners 
operating as American Eagle, it offers an average of nearly 6,700 
flights per day to nearly 350 destinations in over 50 countries.

China Southern Airlines: China Southern Airlines’ global 
route network spans 1,024 destinations to 187 countries and 
regions, and nearly every major world metropolis.

United Airlines: The US airline serves 374 destinations in 58 
countries and has on average 5,166 daily departures. United Airlines 
and United Express operate an average of 5,055 flights a day to 373 
airports across six continents. In 2014, United and United Express 
operated nearly two million flights carrying 138 million passengers.

China Eastern Airlines: Headquarted in Shanghai, it flies over 

British Airways Boeing 787-9 new First Class
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430 long-haul and short-haul aircraft with an average age of seven 
years. The SkyTeam member serves nearly 80 million passengers per 
year. It has strong presence in Asia, North America and Australia.

Ryanair: The airline, which brands itself as ‘Europe’s only 
ultra low-cost carrier’ operates more than 1,600 daily flights from 
70 bases, connecting 183 destinations in 30 countries, with a fleet 
of over 300 Boeing 737-800 aircraft.

Air China: The airline operates 298 passenger routes, includ-
ing 71 international routes, 15 regional routes, and 212 domestic.

US Airways: US Airways, owned by the American Airlines 
Group, operates a network of 193 destinations in 24 countries 
in North America, South America, Europe and the Middle East. 
It operates 3,028 daily flights including the US Airways Shuttle 
which provides an hourly service between Boston, New York City 
and Washington D.C.

Emirates: The Dubai-based airline operates nearly 3,400 
flights per week from its hub at Dubai International Airport. It 
is currently the largest airline in the Middle East in terms of rev-
enue, fleet size and passengers.

Airlines giving MAxiMuM ConneCtivity. 
l	 Southwest Airlines
l	 Delta Airlines
l	 American Airlines
l	 China Southern Airlines

l	 United Airlines
l	 China Eastern Airlines
l	 Ryanair
l	 Air China
l	 US Airways
l	 Emirates

top of the line serviCes in Air. Emirates has been 
bagging awards left, right and centre for many of its services and it 
has been voted by passengers as the airline with the Best Inflight 
Entertainment for 11 years running, given by Skytrax. The award 
recognises airlines delivering the best choice and quality of inflight 
entertainment and with due regard to the global nature of air travel.

Emirates: It has over 2,000 channels of movies, TV shows, music 
and games, on demand and in multiple languages. On ice Digital 
Widescreen, it has movies with audio description and closed cap-
tions for hearing or visually impaired. It has onboard Wi-Fi, enabling 
passengers make a call on one’s mobile or use the in-seat phone. It’s 
free to blog, post or tweet from one’s seat on nearly all its A380 aircraft. 
It offers 10 MB of data free (that’s enough to search, send e-mails and 
update Facebook). By paying $1 the offer goes up to 500 MB.

Qatar Airways: It provies Oryx one inflight entertainment 
with audiovideo on-demand service allowing passengers to choose 
from over 2,000 entertainment options — movies, TV box sets, 
audio, games and much more. It has the OnAir mobile service, 

singapore Airlines First Class on the B777-300er aircraft
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besides onboard Wi-Fi, giving uninterrupted access to friends, 
family, colleagues and clients. Once the aircraft is above 10,000 feet, 
passengers can use your portable electronic devices (PEDs) and 
send SMS and MMS or access e-mail and browse the Internet.

Singapore Airlines: From comedy to the classics, the airline 
offers over 80 on demand movies. There are more regional offer-
ings from Europe, Australia, China, Japan, Korea and the subconti-
nent (Hindi and Tamil) as well. As the launch customer of the new 
eX2 system, Singapore Airlines is the first airline to offer 3D games.

Qantas: Qantas flyers now get even more variety, with com-
plete package of news, entertainment and lifestyle programmes 
including premium content from HBO, Sky News and Foxtel (on 
board selected flights). With over 1,500 entertainment options 
one can enjoy over 100 movies, 500 TV programmes, 800 music 
options, 18 radio channels and stay up-to-date with the latest 
news with Sky News coverage.

Etihad Airways: Its inflight entertainment is superb giving 
a wide range of offerings. It has over 110 movies, 300 TV shows, 
7 Live TV channels, live sporting action on Sport 24 Channel, 16 
radio channels and up to 60 interactive games.

Turkish Airlines: The airline provides a range of music, 
games, audio books, movies, TV programmes, Live TV, etc.

Cathay Pacific: Similarly Cathay Pacific provides good enter-
tainment on flight and is known for excellent service.

Virgin Atlantic: It has unveiled an all new gate to gate in-

flight entertainment system on board its planes, with passengers 
now being able to watch the service prior to take-off and leave it 
on during landing. The new service, which is available on the air-
lines video on demand in-flight entertainment system, will offer 
passengers an additional two hours of entertainment per flight.

Thai Airways: It offers in-flight Wi-Fi Internet service on Air-
bus A380-800 and A330-330 (33H) flights, enabling passengers to 
use their laptop, tablet or smart phone. This service is prohibited 
when Thai overflies some countries such as Vietnam and India.

Air France: The airline provides uninterrupted entertain-
ment onboard. Passengers can download content at no extra 
charge on one’s USB key, including audio guides, subway maps, 
games and playlists.

inflight entertAinMent. 
l	 Emirates
l	 Qatar Airways
l	 Singapore Airlines
l	 Qantas
l	 Etihad
l	 Turkish Air
l	 Cathay Pacific
l	 Virgin Atlantic
l	 Thai Airways
l	 Air France Sp

American Airlines First Class on Airbus A321
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Growth in the Indian civil aviation industry will come from extending connectivity to the 
smaller towns and cities that currently do not figure on the air map of the nation

Turboprops are ideal for short haul 

R
epoRts by pRofessional ana-
lysts and reputed organisations such as 
FICCI and KPMG are congruent on the future 
prospects for the Indian civil aviation industry. 
The studies carried out by these agencies and 
their reports clearly indicate that the Indian civil 
aviation industry has been on a high growth tra-

jectory for some years. Currently, the industry ranks as the ninth 
largest aviation market in the world and as per prognosis by 
these agencies, it is set to become the third largest by 2020 and 
possibly even the largest by 2030.

The high rate of growth in the industry has been driven by a 
number of factors such as the emergence on the scene by low-
cost carriers just a little over a decade ago with the arrival of Air 
Deccan, commissioning of new greenfield airports, expansion, 
upgrade and modernisation of existing ones, involvement of the 
private sector in airport infrastructure development, greater 

affordability in air fares through fair and fierce competition 
and expansion of connectivity networks. There is, however, the 
potential for further growth which can be easily visualised by 
the fact that currently, the utilisation of the facility of air travel 
is limited to just under three per cent of the population of 1.3 
billion in India. Currently, out of the total of over 500 airports 
in the country both in use and disused, the Airports Authority 
of India (AAI) operates 125 including the civil enclaves located 
at the military airfields. Of these, just six major airports in the 
country, namely Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Hyderabad 
and Bengaluru handle 65 per cent of the civil air traffic. The 
density of traffic at the remaining 119 airports that handle the 
balance of 35 per cent of air traffic, is thus pitifully low. There is 
undoubtedly much scope for growth of air traffic at these 119 
airports provided the right conditions by way of an industry-
friendly environment and one that is conducive to economic 
growth, are created by the government.

by b.K. Pandey
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the futuRe lies in Regional aviation. In an 
interview conducted three years ago, Captain G.R. Gopinath who 
established Air Deccan and thereby ushered in the era of low-cost 
travel with his innovative approach, said that the growth in the 
civil aviation industry in the future will come from extending con-
nectivity to the smaller towns and cities that currently do not fig-
ure on the air map of the nation. These cities hold a huge poten-
tial which has so far remained untapped. The essence of Captain 
Gopinath’s observation was that the Indian civil aviation industry 
needed a decisive shift of focus on to regional aviation which has 
the potential to open up opportunity of air travel for a very large 
segment of the population estimated at around 300 million, that 
has hitherto not had access to this facility even while they could 
well find it affordable. It is regional aviation that has the poten-
tial to significantly alter the statistics related to the percentage 
of population in the country that avails of the facility of air travel. 

infRastRuctuRe Development. Assessment by 
agencies of the Government of India indicates that by 2020, around 
500 ‘Brownfield’ and ‘Greenfield’ airports would be required in 
the country to keep pace with the growing demand for air travel. 

While this assessment may appear to be somewhat overpitched, 
the UPA-II Government had in fact drawn up plans to commission 
around 200 no-frills airports including construction of greenfield 
airports as well as operationalisation of unused strips in areas not 
so far connected by air. The plan was to expand connectivity to the 
smaller towns and cities categorised as Tier-II and Tier-III includ-
ing those in the remote and inaccessible areas especially in the 
North East region of the country. However, despite the declared 
intentions of the Narendra Modi-led NDA Government soon after 
coming into power, to provide impetus to the regional aviation 
segment of the Indian civil aviation industry, the ambitious plans 
of the UPA-II Government for expansion of airport infrastructure, 
was placed on hold. The reason cited for this decision was the lack 
of commercial viability owing to low demand and the heavy finan-
cial burden on the airlines owing to high taxes and airport charges 
as well as the exorbitant cost of aviation turbine fuel (ATF) which 
is one of the highest in the world. This inevitably tends to push up 
operating costs as expenditure on ATF constitutes around 40 to 
45 per cent of the operating cost of airlines in India. Incidentally, 
of the 125 airports operated by the AAI, only around 10 per cent 
are profitable. Therefore, as a first step, there is certainly an urgent 
need to find ways to ease the financial burden on regional airlines 
to make operations at airports in Tier-II and Tier-III cities com-
mercially viable and hence attractive.

There has, however, been a rethink since then on the part of 
the NDA Government on the plans to develop regional airports 
that had been placed on hold. As things stand, the AAI plans to 
revive the plan to build 200 airports of which in Phase I, 50 loca-
tions have been identified for operationalisation over the next 10 
years to improve air connectivity in Tier-II and Tier-III cities and 
remote areas of the North East region. Construction of five new 

Connecting Tier-ii & -iii cities 

theRe is an uRgent neeD to 
ease the financial buRDen 
on Regional aiRlines to make 
opeRations at Regional aiRpoRts 
commeRcially viable
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airports is already in progress. These are at two locations in Kar-
nataka and one each in Rajasthan, Arunachal Pradesh and Odisha.

policy changes. Nearly a year-and-a-half after coming 
to power at the Centre, the NDA Government has finally come 
out with a draft National Civil Aviation Policy which has focused 
on providing the much needed impetus to regional aviation 
through some financial restructuring. The draft National Civil 
Aviation Policy has suggested the creation of Regional Connectiv-
ity Scheme (RCS) from April 1 next year. The scheme proposes 
capping fares at `2,500 for domestic flights of about one hour. As 
per R.N. Choubey, the Secretary, Ministry of Civil Aviation, “The 
scheme will be implemented by way of un-served or under-served 
airports and building no-frills airports”. The draft National Civil 
Aviation Policy calls for levy of two per cent on all domestic and 
international tickets on all routes other than Cat IIA and under 
the RCS. The government expects to raise resources to the tune 
of approximately `1,500 crore every year which will be used to 
provide viability gap funding to operate flights in remote areas. 
For this financial compensation to regional carriers for the losses 
suffered due to operations under the RCS, the Central Govern-
ment will bear 80 per cent of the burden and the remaining 20 per 
cent would have to be borne by the states in which the regional 
airports that are located and are regarded as not commercially 
viable. In addition, there will be a number of tax related conces-
sions, for example, total exemption of service tax on tickets for 
flights under the RCS. Also, scheduled commuter airlines picking 
up ATF at RCS airports will not be required to pay any service 
tax. Other financial concessions proposed in the draft National 
Civil Aviation Policy include reduction of value added tax (VAT) 
on ATF to one per cent or even less. Also, the state governments 

are expected to provide land free of charge for building or expand-
ing airport infrastructure, thus reducing the overall level of invest-
ment in no-frills airports.

Regional aiRcRaft. The legacy carriers equipped with 
large size airliners will not find operations to the regional airports 
financially attractive enough primarily on account lack of cer-
tainty in demand. For operations in the regional segment to be 
profitable, it is essential for the regional carriers to have aircraft 
of the right size on their inventory. As the existing regional air-
ports or even those that are expected to be operationalised in the 
future, will have runways that are of smaller than standard length, 
regional carriers would have to operate aircraft from ATR, Bom-
bardier and Embraer that are specifically designed for such opera-
tions instead of aircraft of the Boeing 737 or Airbus A320 class. 
India’s first low-cost airline Air Deccan, had successfully carried 
out regional operations with aircraft from ATR.

the final WoRD. If the vision of the Indian civil aviation 
industry to be the largest aviation market in the world by 2030 is 
to be a reality, the government and the industry will have to join 
hands to unlock the potential the regional aviation segment holds. 
There is undoubtedly the need for a major shift in focus, creation 
of the required infrastructure in areas hitherto neglected, appro-
priate policy changes, considerable easing of taxation burdens 
across the industry and deep structural changes. Fortunately, the 
draft National Civil Aviation Policy that appears as the proverbial 
“light at the end of tunnel” does hold some hope for the Indian 
civil aviation industry. It would be in national interest that the new 
Civil Aviation Policy is finalised without any further dithering and 
is implemented as soon as is possible in all earnestness. SP

regional airlines such as Air Costa is the answer to pan-india connectivity
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The Civil Aviation Ministry in its draft National Civil Aviation Policy has clearly mentioned  
in its objectives that it intends to enhance regional connectivity through fiscal support  

and infrastructure development

in the lead: Air Costa is one of the major players working towards the un-served markets in india

T
he Top 10 airporTs of Delhi, Mumbai, 
Bengaluru, Chennai, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Kochi, 
Ahmedabad, Pune and Dabolim contribute almost 
80 per cent of the passenger traffic in India. The rest 
is accounted for by the other 70 destinations that 
airlines, including regional airlines, connect to. It 
certainly is skewed in favour of the major cities. Ac-

cording to the 2011 census, there are 270 cities in the country with a 

population of over one lakh, of which about 50 cities can be termed 
as ‘Million Plus’ cities with population of over a million. While the 
megapolises are bursting at their seams, the Tier-II and -III cities 
are also expanding at quite a pace. As these cities are witnessing 
unbridled growth, the Narendra Modi Government has embarked 
upon ‘100 Smart Cities’ project, which will factor in aviation.

This is likely to spur frenetic economic activity in many 
regions. If some of the regions house special economic zones 

by R. ChandRakanth

Tapping inTo 
Under-Served & 

Un-Served MarkeTS
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(SEZs) then it goes without saying that the SEZ success or fail-
ure depends totally on the multi-modal transportation network. 
Airport and port connectivity is going to play a crucial role in eco-
nomic development and planners are cued into it.

Having realised this potential, the Ministry of Civil Aviation 
(MoCA) is laying emphasis on regional connectivity and policies 
are getting formulated with that in mind. The MoCA in its revised 
draft National Civil Aviation Policy has clearly mentioned in its 
objectives that it intends to enhance regional connectivity through 
fiscal support and infrastructure development. Already 50 smaller 
airports have been identified for further development and they 
are in various stages of implementation. Once the smaller airports 
become operational (of the 426 airports in the country, about 90 
are said to be operational for different kinds of aircraft) for regional 
airlines and also for general aviation/business aviation, the sector 
is going to witness unprecedented domestic passenger growth.

The MandaTory rdG. Presently, thanks to the route 
dispersal guidelines (RDG) of the MoCA, airlines are flying to 
destinations which may not be that lucrative for business, par-
ticularly if one is deploying an aircraft which is not suited for the 
market. Regional aircraft – be it a turboprop or a regional jet—is 
the answer to begin with to tap the un-served and under-served 
markets. It certainly requires nurturing by not just the govern-
ment but also the other stakeholders.

As per the RDG, routes have been classified as Category 
I, II, IIA and III. In Category I there are 30 routes including all 
large metropolitan cities and Category II routes are in remote 
areas, Category II intra-remote areas and Category III are routes 
not covered by the first three categories. To comply with these 
norms, an airline has had to rethink on its business model. It 
has to have a proper mix of aircraft – single aisle aircraft such as 
the Boeing 737 or the Airbus A320 (which in under-served and 
un-served markets would make no sense at all) to regional air-
craft such as ATRs and Embraer E-Jets with less than 100-seating 
capacity. While the intention of RDG has been good, lack of infra-
structure (airport facilities, proper road network to the airports, 
lower cost for airlines, etc) has hampered the growth of regional 
aviation. It is only now that the government is serious of regional 
connectivity and if it promotes regional aviation, then it could 
do away with RDGs which has been eroding airline profitability. 
Regional airlines can fill that gap.

revised rdG. RDG has succeeded in creating connectivity 
to remote locations. Capacity actually deployed on Cat II and III is 

venturing into the game: The new startups such as Flyeasy could be yet another airline to contribute  
towards regional connectivity with their proposed fleet of Embraer E190
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connecTiviTy To reMoTe 
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excess of The rdG Threshold, 
hiGhliGhTinG The business 
poTenTial in These reGions.
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in excess of the RDG threshold, highlighting the business poten-
tial in these regions.

The revised draft policy envisages:
l	 Category I routes will be rationalised by adding more routes 

based on a transparent criteria. The criteria proposed for a 
Cat I route is a flying distance of 700 km, average seat factor of 
70 per cent and annual traffic of five lakh passengers based on 
information available with the DGCA. MoCA will endeavour 
that the rationalisation of Cat I routes does not cause undue 
financial and operational burden on airlines.

l	 The traffic to be deployed on Cat II, IIA and III expressed in 
terms of a percentage of CAT I traffic will remain the same.

l	 Revised categorisation will apply 12 months after the date of 
notification in order to allow sufficient time to airlines to plan 
their operations. The review of routes under different catego-
ries will be done by MoCA once every five years.

l	 Airlines may change routes within Cat II and III with a 30-day 
prior intimation to MoCA and DGCA. However, withdrawal of 
any existing domestic operation to and within North East region, 
Andaman and Nicobar Islands and Ladakh will require prior per-
mission from MoCA.

air india reGional GeTTinG aGGressive. Consid-
ering the policy proposal, some of the airlines are already mulling 
the idea of starting regional services. Air India Regional (formerly 
Alliance Air) is becoming lot more active and it is connecting the 
destinations of Dharamshala, Kullu, Pantnagar, Dehradun, Rajkot, 
Surat, Allahabad, Jabalpur, Bhubaneswar-Port Blair (from Delhi); 
Bhuj, Allahabad and Gwalior (from Mumbai); Durgapur, Shillong 
and Silchar-Tezpur (from Kolkata); Puducherry and Kochi-Agatti 
(from Bengaluru) and Guwahati-Lilabari.

It operates air services with leased fleet of three CRJ (70-seater), 

4 ATR 42-320 (48-seater) and five ATR 72-600 (70-seater) aircraft 
with base stations in Delhi, Bengaluru, Kolkata, Hyderabad and 
Mumbai. These flights are operated mostly to Tier-II and -III cit-
ies or those which link these cities to the metro hubs. Air India 
Regional has 226 (including schedule charter) flight departures 
per week and 32 flight departures per day. Air India Regional pro-
vides connections to international stations through its hubs.

air cosTa ThinkinG of hub-based reGion-
als. The next regional airline – Vijayawada-based Air Costa 
connects nine destinations (Vijayawada, Hyderabad, Vizag, Tiru-
pati, Bengaluru, Chennai, Coimbatore, Ahmedabad and Jaipur). 
At the time of writing it had a depleted fleet level of two Embraer 
E-190 with two E-170s having been returned to lessors recently. 
The company has plans of going national and would require a 
minimum of five aircraft and it has planned accordingly. In fact, in 
October 2014 during its first anniversary celebrations, its Chair-
man Ramesh Lingamaneni had talked about connecting regional 
destinations from various hubs in the other three zones. With Air 
Costa and the other two regional players – Air Pegasus and TruJet 
– Southern India seems fairly connected by regional aviation Air 
Costa has announced that it has got the no objection certification 
from MoCA for pan-India operations and that it would be starting 
the same in summer of 2016. The new destinations it will be con-
necting include Delhi, Pune, Bhubaneswar and Varanasi.

souTh well connecTed. Air Pegasus with two ATR 
aircraft has on its route map the following cities – Bengaluru, 
Hubli, Madurai, Mangalore, Chennai, Thiruvananthapuram and 
Kadapa. Turbo Megha Airways (TruJet) with one ATR is connect-
ing Bengaluru, Chennai, Hyderabad, Aurangabad, Rajahmundry, 
Goa and Tirupati. And another regional airline FlyEasy which is 

Ahmedabad
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waiting for its air operators permit has indicated that it would 
fly to Bhubaneswar, Goa, Guwahati, Amritsar, Surat and Pune. 
But if one looks at the connectivity of all these regional players, 
it appears that they are focused on secondary markets and these 
markets are not under-served, least of all un-served. None of them 
has shown any indication of tapping into the un-served markets. 
Nevertheless, if they are going to service the under-served mar-
kets, one can expect a lot more passenger movement from these 
cities. The need to grow these markets has been understood but 
then these players should have a strategy in place to tap into the 
market, giving competition to rail-road.

80 desTinaTions covered. In fact, if one looks at the 
airline connectivity map, it is fairly impressive, connecting 80 des-
tinations from the North to the South, from the West to the East, 
particularly North East. However, the frequency of flights from 
some of the destinations may be limited as the airlines are in the 
chicken-and-egg syndrome. The issue is who is going to cultivate 

these new markets. Obviously, it has to 
be a joint effort, just deploying aircraft 
when facilities are not there seems a 
futile exercise.

As such the full-service airlines and 
the low-cost carriers, under the man-
datory RDG have on their radar many small cities but at the 
moment they may be unprofitable routes, but the airlines need 
to stake it out or get aggressive in marketing. Air India connects 
66 domestic destinations including Srinagar, Leh, Kullu, Amritsar, 
Jammu, Chandigarh, Dehradun, Pantnagar, Delhi, Agra, Jodhpur, 
Jaipur, Udaipur, Gwalior, Allahabad, Lucknow, Patna, Gaya, Bag-
dogra, Kolkata, Durgapur, Ranchi, Guwahati, Tezpur, Shillong, 
Silchar, Agartala, Aizwal, Imphal, Dimapur, Dibrugarh, Lilabari, 
Jorhat, Indore, Bhopal, Khajuraho, Varanasi, Raipur, Vadodara, 
Ahmedabad, Jamnagar, Mumbai, Surat, Rajkot, Aurangabad, 
Nagpur, Jabalpur, Bhubaneswar, Pune, Hyderabad, Bengaluru, 
Visakhapatnam, Port Blair, Vijayawada, Goa, Mangalore, Tiru-
pati, Chennai, Puducherry, Tiruchirapalli, Madurai, Kochi, Agatti, 
Kozhikode and Thiruvananthapuram.

Jet Airways connects 51 domestic destinations such as 
Ahmedabad, Aizawl, Amritsar, Aurangabad, Bagdogra, Bengal-
uru, Bhavnagar, Bhopal, Bhuj, Chandigarh, Chennai, Coimbatore, 
Dibrugarh, Dehradun, Delhi, Diu, Goa, Gorakhpur, Guwahati, 
Hyderabad, Imphal, Indore, Jaipur, Jammu, Jodhpur, Jorhat, Kha-
juraho, Kochi, Kolkata, Kozhikode, Leh, Lucknow, Madurai, Man-
galore, Mumbai, Nagpur, Patna, Porbandar, Port Blair, Pune, Rai-
pur, Rajahmundry, Rajkot, Silchar, Srinagar, Thiruvananthapuram, 
Tiruchirapally, Udaipur, Vadodara, Varanasi and Visakhapatnam. 

And India’s number one low-cost carrier, IndiGo connects 
to Srinagar, Jammu, Delhi, Jaipur, Chandigarh, Lucknow, Patna, 
Varanasi, Udaipur, Jaipur, Ahmedabad, Vadodara, Bagdogra, 
Guwahati, Dibrugarh, Imphal, Dimapur, Agartala, Kolkata, Ran-
chi, Indore, Nagpur, Raipur, Bhubaneswar, Hyderabad, Mumbai, 
Chennai, Pune, Visakhapatnam, Goa, Bengaluru, Coimbatore, 
Kozhikode, Kochi, Thiruvananthapuram,

SpiceJet’s destinations include Srinagar, Jammu, Dharam-
shala, Amritsar, Chandigarh, Dehradun, Delhi, Lucknow, Jai-
pur, Allahabad, Varanasi, Khajuraho, Udaipur, Bhopal, Jabalpur, 
Kolkata, Bagdogra, Guwahati, Agartala, Surat, Indore, Aurang-
abad, Mumbai, Pune, Hyderabad, Visakhapatnam, Rajahmun-
dry, Vijayawada, Hyderabad, Belgaum, Goa, Hubli, Bengaluru, 
Chennai, Tirupati, Mangalore, Mysore, Coimbatore, Puducherry, 
Kozhikode, Tiruchirapalli, Kochi, Madurai, Thiruvananthapuram 
and Tuticorin.

GoAir connects Srinagar, Jammu, Leh, Delhi, Chandigarh, 
Lucknow, Jaipur, Bagdogra, Patna, Guwahati, Kolkata, Ranchi, 
Ahmedabad, Nagpur, Bhubaneswar, Mumbai, Pune, Goa, Ben-
galuru, Chennai and Kochi and Port Blair. Air Vistara routes 
are Delhi, Lucknow, Bagdogra, Varanasi, Ahmedabad, Kolkata, 
Guwahati, Bhubaneswar, Mumbai, Chennai, Hyderabad and Ben-
galuru. And AirAsia is networked to Chennai, Bengaluru, Kolkata, 
Tiruchirapalli and Kochi.

All put together, 80 destinations are covered by these play-
ers and yet many routes are unviable and the reasons for that are 
many. The RDG came into being to provide better connectivity 
to remote regions particularly the North East, Jammu & Kash-
mir and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. The intention of the 
government is simple – connect the regions. However, it needs to 
incentivise the stakeholders to develop the market. It appears the 
government is listening. SP
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If there Is one segment of the civil aviation industry in 
India that has suffered from apathy and perpetual neglect, it is 
that of human resource development required for the various 
disciplines that constitute the industry. According to assess-

ments by the Centre for Asia-Pacific Aviation, the Indian civil avi-
ation industry is woefully short of trained manpower and up to 
the year 2020, it will need around three-and-a-half-lakh personnel 
professionally trained in different disciplines. However, despite 
this infirmity, the Indian civil aviation industry has registered an 
impressive rate of growth over the last decade and has emerged 
as the ninth largest civil aviation market in the world. It also has 
aspirations to reach the third slot from top by 2020.

With aim of addressing this weakness in the area of human 
resource, for a couple of decades, the 
Ministry of Civil Aviation had been 
toying with the idea of setting up an 
umbrella organisation by way of a Cen-
tral University to ensure the develop-
ment of world-class human resource in 
all disciplines across the board related 
to aviation. In the year 2006, a commit-
tee headed by M.K. Kaw had recom-
mended setting up of a National Avia-
tion University (NAU) in India.

The NAU was envisioned not only to 
bring under its control all flying training 
schools, both fixed- and rotary-wing, but 
also all other institutes such as those of 
aviation engineering and management 
training spread across the country. The mandate for the NAU was 
stated as “The aim of the National Aviation University would be 
to facilitate and promote aviation studies, teaching, training and 
research with focus on emerging areas of studies such as aviation 
management, aviation regulations and policy, aviation history, 
aviation science and engineering, aviation law, aviation safety and 
security, aviation medicine, search and rescue, transportation of 
dangerous goods, environmental studies and other related fields. It 
will also aim to achieve excellence in these and connected fields in 
emerging areas and such areas as may emerge in future. The Uni-
versity will be a knowledge partner to safety and security regulators 
by providing the required academic inputs to help them execute 
their enforcement responsibility better.”

Different locations such as Delhi, Bengaluru and Hyderabad were 
considered and evaluated for establishing the NAU. However, for 
some reasons, the issue receded into the background and remained 
on the back-burner for several years. It is understood that the most 

vexing problem was the non-availability of around 20 hectares of 
land, an impediment that seemingly remained insurmountable.

It was on account of an initiative by Rahul Gandhi, Vice Presi-
dent of the Congress Party, that the issue of finding a venue was 
settled. In a meeting with the then Minister of State for Civil Avia-
tion K.C. Venugopal in March 2013, it was decided that the NAU 
would be established in the campus of the Indira Gandhi Rash-
triya Udaan Academy (IGRUA) at Furstganj near Rae Bareilly, on 
a 10-hectare plot. Based on a detailed project report submitted by 
the Ministry of Civil Aviation, the Planning Commission granted 
“in principle approval” for setting up of the NAU. The proposal was 
then moved for approval by the Cabinet Committee on Economic 
Affairs. The Twelfth Five Year Plan document had also made a 

similar recommendation for the devel-
opment of qualified and trained man-
power for aviation sector in India.

The Union Cabinet, at a meeting 
chaired by the then Prime Minister Man-
mohan Singh, approved the establish-
ment of this university in the name of 
former Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi as a 
Central University. The proposed institu-
tion thus came to be known as the Rajiv 
Gandhi National Aviation University 
(RGNAV). The Rajiv Gandhi National Avi-
ation University Bill, 2013, was passed by 
the Parliament and received the Presiden-
tial assent on September 18, 2013. The Act 
that provides for the establishment of the 

Central University also mandates that the institution shall be under 
the administrative control of the Ministry of Civil Aviation.

After a break of nearly two years, the RGNAU was in the news 
again when P. Ashok Gajapati Raju, the Minister of Civil Aviation vis-
ited IGRUA on July 9, 2015, and reviewed the progress of the project 
launched for the creation of infrastructure for the new institution. 
While speaking to the media, he stated that the RGNAU under con-
struction at IGRUA would begin to function in the near future.  However, 
the  Minister did not make any commitment in respect of time frame.

However, on November 26, 2015, the website of the Ministry of 
Civil Aviation carried an advertisement inviting applications for the 
post of Vice Chancellor of RGNAU. This being the last item on the 
list of prerequisites for the establishment of the university, it is clear 
that finally the institution is on the verge of becoming a reality to 
fulfil the long-standing need of the Indian civil aviation industry. SP

— B.K. Pandey

Central University for 
indian Civil aviation

The Rajiv Gandhi National Aviation University Bill, 2013, was passed by the 
Parliament and received the Presidential assent on September 18, 2013
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1,100+ E-JETS. 
70 AIRLINES. 
50 COUNTRIES.

The E-Jets E2 program has moved from concept to reality. We’re far beyond the milestone of 

fi rst-metal being cut, and are now busy assembling the fi rst E2 prototype for fi rst fl ight next 

year. The entire E2 family is on schedule, on target, and on the way to affi rming its position as 

the world’s most preferred family of jets up to 130 seats. Our vision remains clear. And it is 

taking shape today.

Our vision 
is taking shape.

E-JETS
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